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Dear Readers,
We are back with another exciting issue! Hope you’ve enjoyed our last issue. Education has the 
power to transform children’s futures. It is many children’s route out of poverty. It gives them a 
chance to gain valuable knowledge and skills, and to improve their lives. And it means when they 
grow up, their children will have a much better chance of surviving and thriving.
But millions of children today never see the inside of a classroom. Many others struggle the lack 
of the basic skills of their peers while others drop out because their classes are overcrowded 
or teachers are poorly trained. And the scenario is worse in South Asian countries like Pakistan. 
In this very time of need, The Citizens Foundation has taken up social responsibility to improve 
the education conditions in Pakistan by helping millions of children go to school and improve 
their skills for a brighter tomorrow. The organization has built quality schools in under-developed 
areas of the country where mass children are deprived of their basic right to education. TCF runs 
its activities through funds & so organizes Fund Raising Events time to time to cater the need of 
financial assistance. Recently in Montreal, TCF organized one such event successfully. Syncmag 
takes pride being active member of the campaign as it inhibits & shares the sense of social 
responsibility towards the betterment of society. So, catch the exclusive coverage of the Gala 
Night on inside pages, we did bring to you!
Syncmag always tries to keep its readers updated with the important happenings in the town & 
around the globe & so it did give you a fine insight of the most mesmerizing & aspiring singer, 
Sunidhi Chauhan’s life as she is visiting the Montreal this September to rock the audience. We are 
also in talk with the management behind the event i.e. Spark Event Management as they shared 
their vision & future plans with us. 
As our last issue was dedicated to the Independence Celebrations of Pakistan & India, to that’s 
continuity we gave you sneak peak of the Indian Day Parade from Montreal. Moreover, you can 
also find latest designer collections in this issue as we featured Fuchsia & Sapphire.

Happy Reading! 
Syncmag Team

38 22
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Tete A Tete Historic land swap between India and Bangladesh after 70 years

BEIJING: China has begun developing a new generation of attack helicopter which will have stealth abilities and should start 
deliveries to the Chinese armed forces by about 2020, the official China Daily newspaper said on Friday. The helicopter is 
being developed by Aviation Industry Corporation of China (AVIC), one of the country’s 
leading arms manufacturers, the state-run English-language publication said. Its stealth 
capabilities will “reshape the combat patterns” of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), 
company chairman Lin Zuoming was quoted as saying. “It is a trend that the ground 
force will become increasingly dependent on helicopters because they have better strike 
capability and mobility than armoured vehicles, and transport supplies to frontier troops,” 
Lin said. The company’s chief helicopter designer, Wu Ximing, said the aircraft would 
have “supreme manoeuvrability in complicated environments, outstanding survivability 
and joint operation ability”, the report added. It provided no other details. President Xi Jinping has pushed to toughen and 
modernise the country’s 2.3 million-strong armed forces as China takes a more assertive stance in the region, particularly in 
the South China and East China seas. 

U.S. President Barack Obama is set to venture into the Alaskan wilderness for a special episode of survivalist reality show 
Running Wild with Bear Grylls. NBC announced the special episode Monday, with Obama set to film segments for the adventure 

series during his three-day trip to Alaska this week. The show, currently in its second 
season, pairs British adventurer, writer and survivalist Grylls with celebrities – including 
Kate Winslet, Ed Helms, Deion Sanders and Channing Tatum – who attempt to test their 
physical limits outdoors. Unsurprisingly, Obama will be the first U.S. president featured 
on the show. Grylls is best know for his long-running former TV series Man vs. Wild. The 
episode, which will call attention to the effects of climate change on Alaska, will air later 
this year. Obama has embarked on a series of unconventional media and entertainment 
world appearances in recent months, including being the first sitting president to visit a 
federal prison (with VICE for an upcoming documentary) and appearing on comedian Marc 

Maron’s WTF podcast. He was also one of the high-profile guests during Jon Stewart’s final episodes of The Daily Show.

NIZHYNY TAGIL: Pakistan and Russia are in talks about the delivery of Sukhoi Su-35 fighter jets and previously agreed 
upon delivery of Mi-35M helicopters, Russian Deputy Foreign Minister (FM) Sergei 
Ryabkov said, Sputnik reported. Earlier this year, a draft contract for the delivery of 
four Mi-35M ‘Hind E’ combat helicopters was sent to Pakistan from Russia, a source 
in the Russian military and technical cooperation was quoted by the Russian news 
agency TASS. Increasing military cooperation between Islamabad and Moscow 
would not negatively impact Russia’s ties with India, Ryabkov said, adding that Pak-
Russia ties were improving in other sectors as well including energy. The Russian 
Deputy FM Ryabkov referred to Pakistan as Russia’s closest partner and said, “I do 
not think that the contacts under discussion will cause jealousy on the part of any 
of the two sides.” The twin-engine Su-35 is a fourth generation multi-role combat 
aircraft which also incorporates technology from fifth generation jets, according to details available on the Sukhoi company’s 
website. It is also said to be more agile as compared to previous models.

China Developing New Attack Helicopter With Stealth Abilities

Barack Obama To Visit Running Wild With Bear Grylls In Alaska

Pak-Russia Talks On Delivery Of Su-35, Mi-35S Underway
Russian Deputy FM
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SYDNEY: Dozens of firefighters from Australia and New Zealand departed 
for the United States on Sunday to help crews battle deadly blazes 

that have scorched the country’s 
drought-ravaged west. Seventy-one 
firefighters, including 15 from New 
Zealand, were flying to the worst-
hit state of Idaho and are also being 
deployed to the affected states of 
Washington, Montana, Oregon, Idaho 
and California, Australian authorities 
said. They will face challenging 
conditions that have already claimed 

the lives of three firefighters in Washington, with large blazes burning 
across nine other states covering some 526 hectares (1.3 million acres). 
“They’ve had a lot of different fires burning, so trying to get containment 
on some of the fires... that’s going to be the key,” New South Wales state’s 
Rural Fire Service deputy commissioner Rob Rogers said. “Our firefighters 
are a mixture of people who have been there before and new people, so it 
will be challenging for them but we are confident they will be well-enough 
trained to deal with those challenges.”

BANGKOK: The suspected mastermind of last month’s deadly bomb attack 
in Thailand left for China from Bangladesh 12 days ago, and efforts in 
Malaysia to track the man suspected of planting the explosives have been 
unsuccessful, Thai police said on Friday. No group has claimed responsibility 
for the August 17 attack at a Hindu shrine in Bangkok, which killed 20 

people, including 14 foreign 
tourists, among them seven from 
Hong Kong and mainland China. 
The man Thai police believe 
organised the plot and fled on the 
eve of the blast spent two weeks in 
Bangladesh before taking a flight 
from Dhaka to Beijing on August 
30, Bangladesh police said. We 
checked his name, arrival date 

and passport number with the immigration department ... we found that it 
was correct and he left from the same airport to Beijing,” A K M Shahidul 
Hoque, inspector general of Bangladesh police, told Reuters. Hoque said 
the name on the passport was Abu Dustar Abdulrahman, adding his men 
were looking for the suspect’s hotel.China’s Foreign Ministry gave no 
immediate comment.

The federal government is bringing in major 
changes to the way Canadian passports 
are issued, changes that could speed 
up the renewal process but also invite 
forgery, fraud and identity theft at a time 
of heightened global security. An internal 
notice from Citizenship and Immigration 
Canada obtained by CBC News reveals the 
changes coming this fall would allow online 
applications and no longer require the return 
of the old passport even if it remains valid 
for six more months. Instead, applicants will 
be told to “cut the corners” of the document 
through an honour system. “Regardless of 
the service channel used, applicants who are 
no longer required to return their passport 
will have to cut the corners of the passport 
according to the instructions provided 
by the passport when their application is 
submitted to indicate the passport is no 
longer valid for travel,” reads the directive 
from Robert Orr, assistant deputy minister 
at Citizenship and Immigration Canada. The 
change is to take effect on Nov. 1, 2015, for 
online applications and Dec. 14, 2015, for 
paper-based applications that are mailed or 
handed in to a passport office, according to 
the document. The move comes despite the 
department’s own internal analysis warning 
of significant security risks. Another internal 
document obtained by CBC News, dated 
April 30, 2014, notes that “establishing or 
authenticating identity and preventing fraud 
are two of the reasons for returning previous 
valid Canadian travel documents.”

Australian, N. Zealand Firefighters 
Leave For Us To Battle Blazes

Planned Passport 
Renewal Change Opens 
Door To Fraud, Forgery

Bangkok Bomb Plotter “Flew To China”, 
Malaysia Lead Goes Nowhere
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THE CITIZENS FOUNDATION IMPARTING SENSE OF CREDIBILITY!
‘He who opens a school door, closes a prison’

The Citizens Foundation (TCF) is one of the largest 
non-profit organizations in Pakistan in the field of 
education. It was established in 1995, by a group 
of citizens in Karachi. It aims to provide quality 
education to the underprivileged youth in Pakistan. 
As of April 2014, TCF has expanded its network 
to 1000 operational School Units, which provide 
education to 145,000 students nationwide.
Introduction
TCF is a professionally managed charitable 
organization that builds and runs schools primary 
and secondary education to boys and girls in rural 
areas and urban slums of Pakistan. The founders 
initially made five schools, and after managing 
them successfully they planned further expansion. 
Today, TCF has managed to spread their network of 
education all over the country. As of April 2014 TCF 
has expanded its network to 1000 operational School 
Units, which provide education to 145,000 students 
.TCF aims to bring about an enduring positive change 
for the communities most in need through: quality 
education, enabling moral, spiritual and intellectual 

enlightenment and creating opportunities to improve 
quality of life. In TCF schools a balanced gender ratio is 
maintained; close to 50% of students are female, while 
in many families female education is not encouraged. 
In order to achieve this goal female staff and teachers 
were hired to make parents comfortable with the idea 
of sending their girls to TCF schools. Each school 
hires support staff from within the community who 
convince the parents to send their children to school, 
especially girls.
Origin
Out of the population of 164,741,924 only 82,206,220 
people are educated in Pakistan and 24% of the 
population are below the poverty line. Like other 
developing countries of the world Pakistan also 
faces the issues of population explosion, poverty, 
unemployment, income disparity and low literacy 
rate. In 1995, six successful top-level managers 
of Pakistan attempted to find a way to solve these 
problems, and the root cause identified by them 
was education. Within a few months The Citizens 
Foundation (TCF) was formed in Karachi

Sync Features
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Education Programme
The Citizens Foundation provides 
primary and secondary level 
education, through which they are 
trying to bring about a qualitative 
and quantitative change in the 
education sector of Pakistan. 
The students at TCF schools are 
charged a nominal fee, out of 
which up to 95% scholarship is 
awarded along with uniforms and 
books on a pay-as-you-can-afford 
basis. This is judged on the basis 
of the overall household income 
of each family, its circumstances 
and education related expenses. 
Applicants for financial assistance 
provide necessary details about 
their family income and resources 
by completing a scholarship form. 
TCF school staff, through visits to 
the applicants’ homes, verify this 
information. School principals then 
send completed scholarship forms, 
along with their recommendations 
to the Regional Office where the 
final decision is taken. Scholarships 
are given for one academic year 
and the recipients are eligible to 
reapply. Students who are eligible 
get uniforms and textbooks free of 
cost.
Teacher Training Center
In order to provide quality education 
to the students a Teacher Training 
Center was made in 1997, in 
Karachi. Every new teacher 
hired goes through four-weeks 
of extensive pre-service training 

before being permitted to teach at 
a TCF school. The training center 
closely evaluate the teachers 
during the year and provide training 
sessions from time to time as per 
requirement of the curriculum. 
At present there are 7,700 TCF-
trained teachers teaching.
Allocation Of Donations
Being a charitable organization 
the sole source of income is 
donations. They receive nearly 
80% of the funds from Pakistanis 
at home, which include corporate 
sponsorship and individuals. The 
rest of the donations are received 
from expatriate communities. More 
than 90 %  of the funds are utilized 
in the building and running of 
schools, providing equipment for 
libraries and science laboratories, 
children’s uniforms, books 
and snacks. The remaining are 
allocated for administration costs.
TCF’s accounts are audited and 
available to the public. It was 
assigned a non-profit organization 
(NPO) governance rating of GR-8 
by JCR-VIS Credit Rating Co Ltd, 
denoting a high level of governance 
in TCF.
Earthquake Relief Operations
On October 8, 2005 Pakistan 
witnessed one of the worst 
natural disasters in its history, the 
earthquake in Azad Jammu and 
Kashmir and areas of NWFP. TCF 
provided earthquake victims with 
food, blankets and tents. Medical 

camps were set with adequate 
operation theatres. Rehabilitation 
process was started in which first 
6,300 shelters were built to help 
over 60,000 victims survive the 
harsh winters. Then a layout was 
made to make permanent houses 
and Earthquake Rehabilitation and 
Reconstruction Authority (ERRA) 
approved the design of the house.
TCF also developed a water supply 
scheme in most villages to provide 
easy access to water for the people. 
Previously many people had to 
walk to the neighboring village to 
get water in buckets or pots.
In the earthquake-affected areas 
the whole infrastructure was 
destroyed, many schools collapsed 
killing thousands of teachers and 
children. 21 schools will be built by 
TCF to help affected children.
International Presence
TCF has a network of supporters 
working for it worldwide. TCF, 
U.S. is a 501(c) (3) tax-exempt 
organization (recognized by the U.S. 
Internal Revenue Service). Friends 
of TCF, TCF’s UK Chapter, TCF UAE 
and TCF Canada are all registered 
in their respective countries and 
collect funds there to benefit TCF’s 
education programme.

Sync Features
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Sync Paparazzi

TCF Gala 2015
Fourth TCF Montreal Gala held successfully on 
August 29th, 2015 at Hampton Inn & Suites. Some 
high profile & business personalities attended the 
fund raising event for making a difference in the lives 
of less fortune children.

Visit facebook page of TCF to get updates on all the 
progress.
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Tcf-canada-montreal 

Photography By Kevin Bedi
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Sync Rendezvous

 Sunidhi Chauhan, one of India’s top 10 singer, has been entertaining audiences 
for over 15 years. Chauhan is praised by the best, including Lata Mangeshkar 

and won awards like Best Female Singer of Year and Album of the Year. For her, 
singing is oxygen and even singing sad songs makes her happy.

Sunidhi Chauhan

Sync Rendezvous
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Sunidhi Chauhan,  born Nidhi Chauhan, 14 August 1983, 
is one of the most popular Indian playback singers and 
performers today, best known for her Punjabi songs and 
Hindi film songs in Bollywood. She has also recorded songs 
in several other Indian dialects and languages, such as;  
Oriya,  Marathi,  Kannada, Telugu, Tamil, Malayalam, Bengali, 
Assamese and Nepali, Urdu and English, making her one 
of the most recorded voices in India today with over 3000 
studio recordings.

Chauhan made her International debut with the song Heartbeat 
(Indian Mix), a collaboration with Enrique Iglesias. She has 
been awarded with prestigious national awards on several 
occasions and has established herself as the strongest live 
performer and singer in India to date. In 2013, Chauhan also 
made it to the list of Asia’s 50 sexiest Women.

Legendary Lata Mangeshkar stated that Chauhan is Numero Uno singer of this 
generation ahead of her contemporaries. Award winning composer and singer 
Shankar Mahadevan has stated on many occasions that Chauhan is the best 
female singer live-performer in India today.

She is credited for being a game changer and proved to be the coming of age 
of strong female singing. Chauhan began to sing at the age of four and was 
discovered by a local TV anchor. She won recognition through a televised singing 
contest, Meri Awaz Suno, which she won, and made her entrance into playback 
singing with the Hindi film Shastra at the age of 13.

Her breakthrough was Ram Gopal Varma’s film Mast, in which she sang the 
hit song “Ruki Ruki Si Zindagi”. She has been nominated for fourteen Filmfare 
Awards, winning it on two occasions, as well as a Filmfare RD Burman Award for 
New Music Talent. She has won two Star Screen Awards, two IIFA Awards and 
one Zee Cine Award.

She started her singing career as a child, giving her first performance at 
the age of four, in a local temple in Delhi. She did her early studies in 
Greenway modern School, Dilshad Garden in Delhi. Thereafter, she began 
to participate in, and sing for, competitions and local gatherings. When the 
famous stage and TV anchor Tabassum spotted her talent, she made her 
sing live in her show Tabassum Hit Parade and asked her family to shift to 
Mumbai. Tabassum then introduced her to Kalyanji and Anandji Bhai. Her 
family shifted to Mumbai in a bid to further develop the young singer’s 
skills, and Chauhan became the lead singer in Kalyanji’s ‘Little Wonders’ 
troupe.
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My first song and the contest did not 
help me much. Nothing happened 

for a while. But by then, I had 
made up my mind that I will pursue 

singing as a career.

Recognition first met her in 1996, through the music 
show Meri Aawaz Suno – the first such televised 
contest in India – which was broadcast through the 
Indian national television channel, Doordarshan. She 
won the competition and won the top prize of recording 
an album, Aira Ghaira Nathu Khaira, with HMV.

Unluckily for Chauhan, Aira Ghaira Nathu Khaira was 
promoted as a children’s album and failed to get the 
recognition it deserved. In 2002, Chauhan observed this 
in an interview: “My first song and the contest did not 
help me much. Nothing happened for a while. But by 
then, I had made up my mind that I will pursue singing 
as a career.”

Chauhan stepped into the world of playback singing 
with the 1996 Bollywood film, Shastra, after Aadesh 
Srivastava asked her to lend her voice to the song “Larki 
Deewaani Dekho, Ladka Deewaana.” She followed 
it with work in films like Gang, Veergati, Dahek, Bade 
Dilwala, Raja Ki Aayegi Baaraat and Samar. By the age 
of nineteen, Chauhan had lent her voice to over 350 
songs.

Sunidhi performed at number of live concerts 
internationally and currently she is coming to Montreal 
for one of the concert organized by Spark Management, 
sponsor by Syncmag & others, scheduled to take place 
on September 20. Syncmag warmly welcome her to 
Montreal & wish her even more success in her future.

“

“
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For information contact:

514-360-3760
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Fuchsia By Xara

It’s Vintage
Here’s the most awaited bridal 
collection of the season . Ranging from 
intricately worked cuts in crystals and 
pearls details to a mix of traditional and 
contemporary bridal couture,   Fushia 
by Xara’s latest designs cater all your 
wishes for a perfect bridal dress for 
your big day!.
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Shoot Credits:
 Photography: Azeem Sani Salon& Studio

Jewelry: Keepsakes by Reem 
Outfit: Fuschia by Xara

Fuchsia By Xara
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10 Most Common Dreams And Their Meanings
Being Chased
Means that your subconscious mind is indicating 
that you have been avoiding something/someone 
that is painful or frightening to you.

Being Cheated On
If you have dreamed about your partner cheating 
on you, don’t worry! Experts say that it can happen 
out of jealousy and you should not take such dreams 
seriously. Instead, you need to spend more time 
with each other!
Being Late
Such a dream could indicate anxiousness about 
work.

Unable to Shout
It could indicate that one is not able to express fully 
and something is stopping one from achieving his/
her goals.

You’re a Celebrity
Such dreams could be result of watching excess of 
television and excessive use of internet. The idea is 
that when you go to bed with a pre-occupied mind, 
you dream accordingly!

Dying
A lot of dream interpreters say that death in 
dream could symbolize a new start or spiritual 
transformation. Seeing someone close as dead in 
dream could mean that you are parting ways with 
that person emotionally.

Falling
One of the most common dreams. It could possibly 
mean things are not going right.

Losing Teeth
Losing teeth could indicate loss in confidence. It 
could also mean that you are worried about your 
outlook and are concerned about a particular 
feature of your body.

Snake(s)
It could symbolize a hidden threat that you need to 
take care of.

Water
Dreaming about water symbolizes purification, 
change, and transformation of life

Sync-PotpourriSync-Potpourri
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Coke Studio Season 8 – Rocks The Classics!
Coke Studio released the first  & second episodes of Season 8 featuring 
‘Aankharli Pharookai’ by Mai Dhai and Karam Abbas, ‘Bewajah’ by 
Nabeel Shaukat Ali, ‘Sayyon’ by the Mekaal Hassan Band and ‘Tajdar 
i Haram’ by Atif Aslam in episode one and ‘Sammi Meri Waar’ by 
Umair Jaswal and Quratulain Balouch (QB), ‘Sakal Ban’ by Rizwan 
and Muazzam, ‘Rockstar’ by Ali Zafar and ‘Chirya Da Chamba’ by 
Suraiya Khanum featuring Anwar Maqsood in episode two.

‘Tajdar-i-Haram’ by Atif Aslam remained the most hit composition of 
the season yet. The Qawali has been etched in histories memory as a 
qawwali that’s resonated through the world encapsulating the love for 
the Prophet. It appears on Coke Studio in an intoxicating performance 
by Atif Aslam that grips the audience with the lingering sound of the 
Tabla played by Babar Ali Khanna and with the dominating rhythm 
provided by Arsalan Rabbani on the Harmonium. Singing in Urdu, 
Persian and Arabic  Atif Aslam and the ‘Humnawa’ perform a soul-
fuelled rendition of a classic keeping

Coke Studio Special
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the genre as organic as it once used to be; and yet creating an almost 
hypnotic trance that will engulf the listener by its sheer magnitude. 

On their first collaborative single, ‘Sammi Meri Waar’ – the duo, 
Umair Jaswal and Quratulain Balouch (QB) stick close to their dual 
strengths. A folk Punjabi song that is traditionally sung at weddings, 
the track has been masterfully entwined by the house band featuring a 
strong groove underlined by Sajid Ali’s flute and Tanveer Tafu’s moody 
Mandolin rhythm. 

Aankharli Pharookai’ – is a fusion of a folk tune with classical rhythms 
featuring the powerhouse Mai Dhai alongside Karam Abbas. Originating 
from the deserts of Thar/Rajasthan, the traditional song is an omen of 
something good about to happen.

Bewajah’ is a love ballad performed by Nabeel Shaukat Ali that 
describes the quandary of lovers trying to forget their loved ones 
in an age old pain of heartbreak that follows romance.

Based on the traditional folk tale of Heer and her lover Ranjha, the 
Mekaal Hasan Band set the scene perfectly on their song titled, 
‘Sayyon’. Working within the signature MHB sound, the song 
opens with mastermind Pappu on flute accompanied by Sajid Ali 
and his brother Abid.

As the rightful torchbearers to the century old tradition of Qawwali, ‘Sakal 
Ban’ adds to Rizwan and Muazzam’s colossal catalog of their signature 
sound, marked by churning rhythms and apocalyptic finality.

‘Rockstar’ is a funky, jazz-esque biopic with Ali Zafar’s 
signature old-fashioned songwriting coupled with  an 
addictive groove. ‘Chirya Da Chamba’ is the subtle beginning 
of the perfect soundscape where less is more. Suraiya 
Khanum’s exceptionally moving vocals add on to the earthy 
sound of the matka, a repetitive cycle of the piano and the 
guitar creating a seamless transition into a poem recital by 
Anwar Maqsood.

Coke Studio Special
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Spark

Spark Means Entertainment;

Entertainment &
Pure Entertainment

Spark Event Management is an innovative entertainment Company that creates multicultural 
events concerts, parties and host artists ensuring that Montreal audience does not miss on top 

class entertainment. A passion for South Asian Music and dancing of all styles has been the 
inspiration behind the establishment of the company.

1) Tell us about your Event management business?
This company is the brain child of Nandan Bhuiyan, Tanvir 
Ahmed and Arif Deewan. Founded in 2010, based in 
Montreal, Spark Event Management is predominantly an 
event house that specializes in providing music events to the 
entertainment starved South Asian audience of Montreal. 
We took the risk of starting our own business, and now 
we are using our individual creative flair to manage some 
of the most high profile events happening in Montreal. 
We knew all the right people in the entertainment industry 
and everyone was supportive of us launching our own 
company. Our company provides full Event management, 
Celebrity management; marketing and media services.

2) How many events have you managed so far? What 
has been the most memorable?
We started with the Bengali Show “Spark Night 2010” 
featuring Shweta Subram. (Performed with Salim-Sulaiman 

at IIFA (Indian International Film Academy).From that day it 
all skyrocketed, with us doing one event after another. Next 
we did the Mika Singh show. This was the first commercial 
show from Spark which was organized within three weeks 
and it was a HIT. Even without much marketing the show 
became a milestone in the history of Montreal as being 
the most entertaining, organized and true to the objective 
of Spark which is to provide a platform for the audience 
to sway to the rhythm of the night. The audience was 
captivated and everyone young and old alike were on their 
feet, having a good time. The reviews spread like wild fire 
as Mika Singh being the best South Asian Montreal show 
for 2012. This show provided us with the platform to move 
on to bigger and better projects. Later, we did the famous 
Indian singer Shreya Ghoshal show with great success 
& last year we did Bengali singer Runa Laila’s show- a 
mesmerizing voice & widely known South Asian icon. All 
the shows yet became a BIG HIT!

Syncmag Had An Up-Close And Personal Tete-A-Tate With The Team Of Spark Entertainment.

Managment

Sync Rendezvous
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3) What is the demand for such a 
business in Montreal? What kind of 
competition do you have?
Montrealers seek entertainment just like 
any other city within North America. 
When you are away from your roots the 
best way to connect is through the sense 
of Music which makes the audience feel 
closer to home. Whenever one thinks 
of high budget Entertainment shows, 
Toronto comes to mind. We at Spark 
want to change that for the future South 
Asian generations of Montreal. Montreal 
is a city of diversity and multiple ethnic 
cultures and is home to huge South 
Asian population. There is a need in the 
community to provide entertainment at 
home rather than the audience turning 
to other cities. As far as competition 
is concerned there are other entities in 
the same field and our goal is to work 
together with everyone to support our 
distinctive communities.

4) What makes your company 
different than your competition?
It is for the people who expect and accept 
nothing but the best. The audience 
controls the concept but is left free to 
just enjoy the event. Our events are a 
rite of passage to be closer to HOME. 
We magically transform all events into 
magic and ideas into reality which take 
your breath away. We have been able 
to build a reputation of respect and 
consistency by going at a slow pace 
and placing a value to each event and 
by building strong relationships with all 
ethical communities. What we say we 
DELIVER…. And make the audience 
happy instead of focusing on financial 
gains. We believe in the learning 
process and audience feedback is 
learning for us.

5) What are your future plans?
At the moment we are bringing SUNIDHI 
CHAUHAN to Montreal for the very first 
time. Spark’s goal is to provide quality 
with consistency to its audiences and 
to become a National promoter and 
doing a Mega show in Bell center. We 
want to be known as a team who will 
deliver what is promised. We want 
Montrealers to feel: “HUM KISSE SEY 
KUM NAHI” 

6) Lastly, what is your message to the 
readers of Syncmag?
The more successfully a community 
mingles, diversity of its people there by 
enlivens. In order for Spark to achieve 
their objectives we require the support 
of the community. We have proven 
time and time again that the audience 
will get their dollars worth at our events 
and it’s time for Montrealers to show us 
that they will assist us in the execution 
of our events by being a part of it and 
giving us proper feedback. In return we 
promise to provide with one Dhamaka 
show after the other and do not forget 
your dancing shoes.

Nandan Bhuiyan: He is the 
CEO of Spark Management. 
He handles creative aspect of 
Spark, may it be execution of 
a project or approving ideas 
and sketches.He believes in 
personally dealing with clients. 
He comes from Bangali roots 
and is a sportsman in his free 
time including Soccer and 
Cricket.

Tanvir Ahmed: He is the president 
of Spark management. He is the 
man with the vision who magically
transforms all of Nandan’s and his
dreams to reality. He comes up 
with the most amazing themes 
and venues and sets out to make 
them happen. He also comes 
from Bengali roots. He is in “Real 
Estate” and also owns a boutique 
for South Asian ttire called 
RANGDHANU.

Sync Rendezvous
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Spark Managment Shows 
Balam Show 2011

Mika Singh 2012
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Shreya Ghoshal 2013

Runa Laila 2014
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Sapphire Cambric 
Collection

Bringing elegant, opulent and luxurious 
style to the table, Sapphire Unstitched 
Cambric Collection conveys a 
celebration of femininity this fall in 
its beautiful and delicately detailed 
cambric collection. The collection 
takes a joyful leap towards the coming 
season with elegant florals interlaced 
with luxurious accents ofvintage lace 
and cross stitch embroidery, damask 
and ethnic designs with timeless 
European patterns laid out on a subtle 
yet enticing colour palette. 
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Shoot Credits:
Brand: Sapphire

Collection: Cambric unstitched
Photography: Nadir Firoz Khan

Make-up: Natalie Lorence
Hair: Tuktaa

Model: Amna Babar
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Welcome Back Title Track Launch!
Producer Firoz A Nadiadwallah & Eros 
International promise double the laughter and 
extravagance with the family comedy entertainer, 
Welcome Back. Majnu bhai (Anil Kapoor) , 
Uday bhai (Nana Patekar) and Ajju bhai (John 
Abraham) today launched the title track of the 
film in a fun celebratory event that exemplifies 
the essence of the film.

The song shot at Filmcity, Mumbai and has been 
choreographed by Ganesh Acharya. The up 
tempo title track has been composed by Mika 
Singh along with Music Mg and sung by Mika 
Singh, who also makes a special appearance in 
the video.

Dairy Of The Month
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The film’s premiere was attended by notable 
socialites, members of the fashion and entertainment 
industry along with corporate personalities and 
esteemed members of the press including, Ali 
Murtaza, Ali Zafar, Ali Xeeshan, Ammar Belal, Amna Ilyas, Asad ul Haq, Ayesha Omar, Bilal 
Lashari, HSY, Humaima Malik, Junaid Khan, Kamiar Rokni, Munib Nawaz, Rizwan U Khan 
from Coke, Shaan Shahid, Sikander Rizvi, Vasay Chaudhry, Zara Shahjahan and Soch [the 
band].

The modern romantic comedy Dekh Magar Pyaar Say was filmed primarily in Lahore; the 
historic city’s rich cultural heritage came alive with the movie filming across Lahore’s magnificent 
landmarks for what are posed to be the movie’s most memorable scenes. Additional scenes 
were also captured in London, England. With award-winning actress and Pakistani silver 
screen luminary #HumaimaMalick and debutant actor #SikanderRizvi, grandson of the 
legendary Madam Noor Jehan and the brother of Pakistani actress Sonya Jehan starring in 
DMPS, the feature film also boasts well-known industry professionals such as Irfan Khoosat, 
Khalid Butt, Kanwal Ilyas, Shahzad Abid, Dr Abid, Ajmal Dewaan, Tariq Sheikh, Hamza Lari, 
Furqan Shafi, Ijaz Khan, Ahmed Butt, Abid Majeed and many more. 

Shiny Toy Guns
Releases Dekh Magar 

Pyaar Say
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Dairy Of The Month

Envisioned as a platform for Indian and Pakistani fashion talent to 
showcase their craft on a unified stage as a means to create further 
awareness of the fashion prowess of the Subcontinent and to 
strengthen the bond between the two countries, the three day cultural 
platform ‘Shaan-e-Pakistan’ announced the full list of participating 
designer/brand [Complete list provided further down the document] 
from Pakistan & India through a press conference at the Pakistan 
High Commission in New Delhi.  Scheduled to take place from 
Thursday 10th September to Saturday 12th September 2015, Shaan-
e-Pakistan an initiative of designer Huma Nassr and is envisioned as 
a platform for Indian and Pakistani fashion talent to showcase their craft 
on a unified stage. The three day indo-Pak cultural collaboration, is set to 
host Pakistani Designers Brand and Indian Designers ensembles ranging 
from bridals, prêt, luxe- prêt to high-street and lawn in India. 

The three day Fashion and Lifestyle event will commence on Thursday 
10th September 2015 with a gala night ‘Ek Shaam Pakistan ke Naam’ 
where qawali legend Amjad Sabri, candidly known as one of the Roving 
Ambassadors for Pakistan, will take to the stage and enthrall audiences 
with his soulful baritone voice in a fusion of Indo-Pak cultural sangeet. 

Indo-Pak Cultural Collaborative 
Platform ‘Shaan-E-Pakistan’ Reveal 

Participating Designer
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L’Oréal Makeup Designer Paris Color Riche
L’Oréal Paris, the world’s leading beauty brand, in celebration of the 
30th year anniversary of their renowned makeup brand Color Riche, 
launched fifteen shades of lipstick in a three month campaign titled 
ColorEverAfter. Inspired by classic fairytales, the L’Oréal Paris Color 
Riche campaign consisted of five princesses, with each highlighting 
a color family of reds, oranges, plums, pinks and nudes.

The L’Oréal Paris Color Riche classic red shades were represented 
by none other than Sabeeka Imam, who played the princess with 
skin as white as snow. The next two princesses Zara Peerzada and 
Sana Sarfaraz, took inspiration from a girl with her glass slipper and 
a beauty and her Riche; the looks were captured by shades of pinks 
and nudes. The final two looks revealed this month were those 
of L’Oréal Paris Spokesperson Mehreen Syed and Roma Sobers. 
Mehreen represented the dark plum shades and took on the role 
of the princess closest to home, with magic carpet rides and genie 
lamps. Lastly, Roma, the princess of the underwater embodied the 
family of orange lip shades.

Dairy Of The Month
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SRK Wants To ‘Finish’ Writing 
Book
Superstar Shah Rukh Khan has a long 
bucket list and completing “writing the 
book I have been writing for the last 

millennium” is 
one of them. 
The 49-year-
old took to 
micro-blogging 
site Twitter 
to share his 
“amaranthine 
bucket list”. 
“Bucket list 
one. Learn 

the guitar. Learn cooking. Find 
a perfect pair of jeans. Learn to 
make five cocktails. Tend to plants. 
Read Papillon again,” Shah Rukh 
tweeted. “Bucket list (cont) Tend 
to plants. Finish book. Sing a song 
for every mother to daughter in the 
world and make them smile. Learn 
backflip...again. “Bucket list (last I 
promise). Invent/do a Noble prize 
worth thingy??! Know the difference 
between Sensual and Sensuous. 
Find a mermaid. Finish book means 
finish writing the book I have been 
writing for the last millennium...
somebody stop me!!!,” he posted on 
Twitter. On the work front, he is set to 
thrill his fans with his upcoming films 
like “Fan” and “Dilwale”.

Amitabh Bachchan: Hrishkesh 
Mukherjee Was Godfather To 
Us
Megastar Amitabh Bachchan, who has 
done films like Abhimaan and Anand 
with Hrishikesh Mukherjee, says the late 
iconic director was like a godfather to him 
and others. Remembering Mukherjee 
on his death anniversary on Thursday, 
Big B posted on his blog: “There are two 
important anniversaries today. Death 

anniversaries of Mukesh the singer and 
Hrishkesh Mukherjee, my director in 
at least nine 
films. Hrishi Da 
was godfather 
to us. His kind 
of cinema has 
d i s a p p e a r e d 
and we miss 
that much, but 
there are a few 
who endeavour 
to bring back 
those stories of 
old and present them to us. If I remember 
correctly, Hrishi da was the one director 
with whom I have worked the maximum 
number of films - nine in number. Perhaps 
Ram Gopal Verma may beat that record, 
but that is a maybe,” he added.

John Abraham Opens Up On 
Divorce Rumours
Actor John Abraham has quashed 
rumours of his divorce with wife, Priya 
Runchal, saying everything is beautiful 
in his marital paradise, reports IANS. 

Gossip mills were abuzz with rumours 
that all was not well between the newly 
married couple. Priya and John have 
reportedly been living separately for 
a couple of months. “All is superb in 
paradise... to set the record straight. 
Everything is beautiful in paradise. It is 
not true. You believe all that crap. I just 
feel bad when people put out things. All is 
beautiful in paradise,” John said.

Salman Khan To Supervise 
Editing Of ‘Prem Ratan

Dhan Payo’? 
If sources are to be believed, 
Salman Khan is keen to do more 
than just act in Soorja Barjatya’s 
‘Prem Ratan Dhan Payo’. We hear 
that the superstar has insisted on 

supervising the edit process for the 
family drama.  A unit hand says, 
“A few days ago, rough footage 
spanning 150-odd minutes were 
shown to the cast and crew. The 
general feedback was positive, but 
Salman wants to be involved in the 
final edit. After some remaining 
portions are shot over a forthcoming 
15-day schedule, the film will go to 
the post production stage.” Salman 
has apparently monitored the edit 
of his upcoming production venture, 
‘Hero’, which will mark the debut of 
Sooraj Pancholi and Athiya Shetty. 
A source close to the actor says, 
“Having been in the industry for so 
long, Salman has great experience 
and insight, and supervised Hero’s 
editing. As far as ‘Prem Ratan Dhan 
Payo’ is concerned, he has been 
keeping an eye on the footage after 
every shot. However, it is not like 
he wants to call the shots. Sooraj 
Barjatya and his assistants will 
also be part of the editing. Like any 
other actor, he suggests changes 
and at times, they are incorporated 
as well.” 
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Phantom Being Taken To Court By Medical Charity Over Gun-Toting Katrina
International charity Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF) is taking legal action against the producers of recently 
released film Phantom, saying its misrepresentation of the medical group could put its aid workers deployed in 
conflict zones at risk. Action-thriller film Phantom features actress Katrina Kaif as 
an MSF aid worker who helps a disgraced soldier, played by actor Saif Ali Khan, 
to assassinate Pakistani militants accused of being behind the 2008 Mumbai 
bombings. In promotional interviews for the film, Katrina was quoted as saying, 
“NGO workers have ties with local fanatical groups” in war-torn regions, without 
mentioning that many aid groups maintain strict neutrality in order to do their 
work safely. In the film’s trailer, her character is seen firing a pistol and rifle in 
two different scenes. MSF said it had not been consulted over the content of 
the film and was not associated with it in any way. The humanitarian agency 
had “a strict no guns policy” in all its clinics and did not employ armed guards, it added. “None of our staff would 
ever carry a gun. Any portrayal that suggests otherwise is dangerous, misleading and wrong,” MSF said in a 
statement. “We have contacted the film’s production team and are taking legal action in order to correct this 
dangerous misrepresentation of our organisation and its work.”  The film’s director Kabir Khan and producers Sajid 
Nadiadwala and Siddharth Roy Kapur could not immediately be reached for comment. Phantom was banned by a 
Pakistani court last week in response to a petition filed by Hafiz Saeed, the man India accuses of masterminding 
the killing of 166 people over three days in November 2008. Hafiz Saeed, the founder of Lashkar-e-Taiba which 
the United Nations has listed as a terrorist organisation, said the film whose main villain is a man called “Hariz 
Saeed” maligns Pakistan and vilifies him. MSF - which has thousands of health workers such as doctors, nurses, 
surgeons, anaesthetists and psychiatrists in more than 70 countries - said it was essential that the group was not 
misrepresented given the dangerous nature of their work.

Akshay Kumar ‘Happy’ With Wife Twinkle 
Khanna’s Book Popularity 
Akshay Kumar is proud that his wife Twinkle Khanna’s 
debut book ‘Mrs Funnybones: She’s Just Like You and 

a Lot Like Me’ has achieved 
the number one spot within a 
week.  The 40-year-old former 
actress, whose column 
‘Mrs Funnybones’ is hugely 
popular, launched the book 
on August 18 at a starry event 
here. “Happiness is... Seeing 
your wife’s book at no. 1 within 
a week. mrsfunnybones has 
arrived!  Mrs Funny Bones 

Book  proud,” he wrote on Twitter. Akshay and Twinkle 
are proud parents of two kids  Aarav Kumar and Nitara 
Kumar. The couple have been married for 14 years. The 
actor will be next seen in ‘Singh Is Bliing’, ‘Airlift’ and 
‘Housefull 3’. 

Nawazuddin Thanks Government For 
Honouring Dashrath Manjhi
Calling union Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad’s 
announcement to release a stamp on Bihar’s mountain 
man Dashrath Manjhi “a 
great gesture”, Nawazuddin 
Siddiqui, who played Manjhi 
in the recently-released 
film Manjhi - The Mountain 
Man, says he is thankful to 
the government. The union 
minister announced earlier 
this week that a special 
edition stamp would be 
released soon to honour 
Manjhi along with former president A.P.J. Abdul Kalam. 
”I feel so honoured to have been a part of this movie. It’s 
a great gesture from the government and I personally 
thank them to have bestowed such an honour on a man 
like Dashrath-ji who single handedly carved the future of 
his village in a small district in Bihar.
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This is a landmark film that will have staying power beyond the history 
of rap music. In order to understand the power of this film it is essential 
to understand the history of the environment from which this music 
genre emerged. South of the City of Los Angeles is a small city of about 
100,000 called Compton. A quarter of the residents live below the federal 
poverty line. About a third of the population is less than 18. Although 
demographics have changed to a latino majority recently, the African 
American community found available housing here after WWII. Situated 
near Watts and South-Central, the area has suffered the ravages of gang 
warfare, drugs, with internal corruption and mismanagement of the City. 
As the Civil Rights Movement slowly got started during the last century, 
voices began to speak out: James Baldwin, Malcolm X, Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr., the Black Panthers, Angela Davis and Maya Angelou. 
In the sixties, the Black Panthers shouted out black pride. The popular 
music from the sixties (R&B, Motown) was never an overt statement 
of protest, but the message was there although veiled (“Dancing in the 
Streets”). Around the time of the Nixon administration, it became the 
mantra of politicians to “get tough on crime.” The end result of this 
misguided and ignorant approach is today’s mass incarceration of 
Black men and the “Black Lives Matter” movement. 

With this history as a backdrop, the film begins in 1987 and explores 
the driving forces that pushed this artistic movement, a movement 
driven from the street by young men, straight out of Compton and into 
mainstream America.

From Compton, many rap artists emerged but among the first are 
N.W.A., Dr. Dre and Ice Cube. Anyone who knows anything about hip 
hop knows the influence and importance of NWA. Even today, Dr. Dre 

and Ice Cube are still some of the most well-known rappers in the game. 
The cast give performances that stress the reality of the daily life in 
any community ravaged by illicit drugs, society’s benign indifference 
regarding basic social support services and always the presence of the 
police. Rap and hip hop have now continued for thirty years. It is time to 
acknowledge this history and listen to the message very carefully. This 
film may be the finest production to date on this theme. The young men 
who created this sound in Compton and other cities speak in a coarse 
street language about anger, fear, humor, love, sarcasm and frustration. 
But there is a warning: things must change. The film is divided into 
short stories of the forces that caused the artists to write verses in a 
percussive rhythm where melodies have largely been discarded. They 
immediately found a following in Compton. The actors portraying the 
rappers made their characters very real. Paul Giamatti portrayed their 
first agent “Jerry” and nailed his part. Mr. Giamatti is probably the finest 
character actor on the screen today. Sadly, the women in the film were 
dehumanized and made ornamental and insignificant. The middle of 
the movie slowed a bit until Eazy E’s story. If this had been fiction, it 
probably would have seemed contrived. But the fact that his death at 
just 31 from HIV was true, skillfully drove home the fact that life is short 
and temporary. The photography could have been a distraction with the 
hand held jiggling camera, but it worked and complemented the coarse 
reality of the story. 

This film’s release turned out to be perfectly timed. It is much more 
than a Saturday night date movie. It is a historical reality check. It is a 
cinematic chapter in the special history of the Black equality movement 
that is far from over. But for now, these artists spoke to America and the 
world, straight outta Compton in a 6-4 Impala.

Reel Review

Director: F. Gary Gray
Stars: O’Shea Jackson Jr., Corey Hawkins, Jason Mitchell, Neil Brown Jr.,  Aldis Hodge
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Amir Khan Visits Lyari In Search Of Boxing Champions

Prove Fitness And Morality, PCB Tells Spot-Fixing
Trio As Ban Ends

KARACHI: British boxer Amir Khan on Wednesday vowed to help Pakistan produce champion pugilists with a network of 
academies in his family’s country of origin. The former two-time world champion is currently touring the South Asian giant of 200 
million people better known for its prowess in cricket, and plans to set up boxing schools 
in the western Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province, eastern Punjab, and the southern city 
of Karachi. “I think we have the talent to produce boxing champions,” the 28-year-old 
told media during a visit to Karachi’s troubled Lyari area, which is frequently hit by gang 
violence but also known for producing talented footballers and boxers. “I have made a 
promise to the nation that I will pay back what I have achieved in boxing,” added the 
highly-rated fighter from Bolton, England who has a record of 31 wins including 19 
knockouts, and three losses. Khan was accompanied by a heavy security contingent to 
the neighbourhood, which has long been a hub of political, ethnic and criminal violence. 
“I am here to meet potential champions and I am not afraid of anything, we will... beat 
terror and produce boxers of top quality,” he said. Pakistan’s sole Olympic boxing 
medallist is Hussain Shah, who won a middleweight bronze in the Seoul Games in 1988. The country has also produced an 
Asian Games gold-medallist in Mehrullah Lassi, who won the featherweight division at Busan, South Korea in 2002. Khan, who 
became Britain’s youngest Olympic boxing medallist when he won silver at the 2004 Athens Olympics, said he was keen to train 
Pakistani boxers. “I will pass my tricks to them and will do my best to help them qualify for the Olympics, if not the 2016 in Brazil 
then the next one in Japan in 2020,” he said. Known for his speed and aggressive style, Khan won the last of his fights against 
US boxer Chris Algieri in New York in May before once again challenging the welterweight world champion Floyd Mayweather. 
But Mayweather announced earlier this month he would aim to match the 49-0 career record of the legendary Rocky Marciano 
in his final bout against fellow American Andre Berto on September 12, effectively ruling out a highly anticipated clash with Khan.

LAHORE: The International Cricket Council’s five-year bans on former Pakistan captain Salman Butt and pace bowler 
Mohammad Asif ends on Wednesday, but the long road back for the players will begin under heavy restrictions. The pair will 

be under strict monitoring for months before being allowed to play international cricket 
again, according to the Pakistan Cricket Board (PCB). “The PCB has given me a target 
that includes improving fitness, attending sessions with a psychiatrist and delivering 
lectures to young cricketers for awareness against misdeeds as a national player,” Asif, 
32, said during a practice session at the Model Town Ground in Lahore. “I will have 
to achieve the target in two months and only after that will I be allowed to play freely.” 
Butt and Asif were banned for spot-fixing during Pakistan’s tour of England in 2010, 
particularly for bowling deliberate no-balls by pre-arrangement during the fourth Test 
at Lord’s. Both have served jail sentences in Britain and were given minimum five-year 
bans by an ICC tribunal. Butt was also given a two-year suspended sentence. Both 
players said they were ready to meet the board’s demands.  “I just want to play cricket, 

which runs through my blood,” former captain Butt said. A PCB official said the trio would only be allowed to play “controlled 
cricket and start with club cricket for now”. “They will be strictly monitored by professional cricketers and psychiatrists for a few 
months. If they prove their fitness and morality, they will be allowed to play domestic cricket at the first-class level,” the official 
said, declining to be named. A third player, fast bowler Mohammad Amir, was also banned until September but the chairman of 
ICC’s anti-corruption unit exercised his discretion to give him an early reprieve in January. Left-arm paceman Amir was marked 
as a great prospect for Pakistan in his early days. At the age of 18 he became the youngest bowler to capture 50 Test wickets 
during the controversial Test match at Lord’s in 2010.
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